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Sensitivity of summer ensembles of fledgling
superparameterized U.S. mesoscale convective systems
to cloud resolving model microphysics and grid configuration
Elizabeth J. Elliott1, Sungduk Yu1, Gabriel J. Kooperman1, Hugh Morrison2, Minghuai Wang3,4, and
Michael S. Pritchard1

1Department of Earth System Science, University of California Irvine, Irvine, California, USA, 2National Center for
Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, USA, 3Institute for Climate and Global Change Research, School of Atmospheric
Sciences, Nanjing University, Nanjing, China, 4Jiangsu Collaborative Innovation Center of Climate Change, Nanjing, China

Abstract The sensitivities of simulated mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) in the central U.S. to
microphysics and grid configuration are evaluated here in a global climate model (GCM) that also permits
global-scale feedbacks and variability. Since conventional GCMs do not simulate MCSs, studying their
sensitivities in a global framework useful for climate change simulations has not previously been possible.
To date, MCS sensitivity experiments have relied on controlled cloud resolving model (CRM) studies with
limited domains, which avoid internal variability and neglect feedbacks between local convection and
larger-scale dynamics. However, recent work with superparameterized (SP) GCMs has shown that eastward
propagating MCS-like events are captured when embedded CRMs replace convective parameterizations.
This study uses a SP version of the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (SP-CAM5) to evaluate MCS
sensitivities, applying an objective empirical orthogonal function algorithm to identify MCS-like events, and
harmonizing composite storms to account for seasonal and spatial heterogeneity. A five-summer control
simulation is used to assess the magnitude of internal and interannual variability relative to 10 sensitivity
experiments with varied CRM parameters, including ice fall speed, one-moment and two-moment
microphysics, and grid spacing. MCS sensitivities were found to be subtle with respect to internal variability,
and indicate that ensembles of over 100 storms may be necessary to detect robust differences in SP-GCMs.
These results emphasize that the properties of MCSs can vary widely across individual events, and
improving their representation in global simulations with significant internal variability may require
comparison to long (multidecadal) time series of observed events rather than single season field
campaigns.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) in the central U.S. can deliver up to half of warm season accumulated
rainfall in the region, and are associated with extreme flooding events. However, MCSs are governed by
exotic physics of organized convection that are not captured by conventional deep convection parameter-
izations [Moncrieff and Liu, 2006], and thus are missing in most global climate models (GCMs) even with a
high-resolution horizontal grid size of O(25 km) [Bacmeister et al., 2014]. As a result, the climate change
response of these storms and the rainfall they generate remains uncertain.

Superparameterized (SP) GCMs, which replace traditional convective parameterizations with embedded
cloud resolving models (CRMs) in each grid column of a host GCM [Grabowski, 2001], such as the SP version
of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001], have been shown to simu-
late an organized MCS-like storm signal. Unlike conventional versions of CAM, which tend to produce fre-
quent local convection in the early afternoon, SP-CAM captures intermittent nocturnal convective systems
that propagate eastward across the central U.S. [Pritchard et al., 2011].

Given the dynamic limitations of the two-dimensional CRM configuration used in SP-CAM, which can distort
MCS physics relative to three-dimensional configurations in stand-alone CRM simulations [Schlesinger, 1984;
Weisman et al., 1988; Nicholls and Weissbluth, 1988; Wandishin et al., 2008; Wandishin et al., 2010], it is some-
what surprising that SP-CAM is able to produce these propagating systems. While it may be tempting to
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imagine the individual CRM arrays in SP-CAM as self-contained models responding to an external large-
scale forcing, as is the case for limited-domains CRM studies, the interactions across the CRM-GCM interface
are in fact more complicated than that. Pritchard et al. [2011] showed that SP-CAM simulates MCS-like struc-
tures that span scales larger than an individual CRM array, allowing CRMs to interact with and feedback on
GCM-scale three-dimensional dynamics. The physics permitted by the coupled CRM-GCM framework may
not be restricted by the same limitations as purely two-dimensional CRM simulations. Here we treat the
embedded CRMs as ‘‘parameterizations of convection for the GCM,’’ rather than individual realizations of
simulated storms, and evaluate MCS sensitivities as they manifest on GCM scales and interact with the
larger climate system.

MCS sensitivities to model implementation have been hypothesized in previous SP-CAM results. The MCS
signal differs in intensity and horizontal extent from one version of SP-CAM to the next, revealing the need
for further model evaluation and tuning against observations [Kooperman et al., 2013, hereinafter K13]. K13
speculated that recent updates in the embedded CRM microphysics parameterizations may have been the
primary driver of an important improvement in the MCS-like longwave radiative signal strength in seasonal-
scale integrations of the most recent version of SP-CAM (v5.0; hereinafter SP-CAM5). They hypothesized the
update from simple bulk microphysics to the new two-moment microphysics scheme contributed to a
more realistic composite storm signal in a set of single-season simulations. It is natural to wonder if uncer-
tain microphysics parameters may yet be further tuned to optimize the emerging MCS signal in SP-CAM,
which K13 show still has major radiative biases that currently limit the model’s usefulness for enhanced
regional climate prediction.

Testing the sensitivity of deep convection to one-moment versus two-moment microphysics is especially
compelling. By allowing an additional degree of freedom in the particle size distribution, two-moment
microphysics brings the potential for a more flexible representation of microphysical processes [Meyers
et al., 1997; Seifert and Beheng, 2001; Morrison et al., 2005]. This comes at an increased computational cost
which many studies agree is worthwhile for the increased realism of simulated cloud system dynamics [Mil-
brandt and Yau, 2005; Morrison et al., 2009; Dawson et al., 2010; Van Weverberg et al., 2012; Igel et al., 2014].
Bryan and Morrison [2012, hereinafter BM12] performed a series of simulations of a single squall line over
the central U.S. illustrating improved fidelity to data (particularly cloud reflectivity structure, cold pool tem-
perature, and relative humidity) as a result of switching from one-moment to two-moment microphysics.

In addition to the number of microphysical moments, the number and type of dense ice species can pro-
duce sensitivities in deep convection [Fovell and Ogura, 1988; McCumber et al., 1991; Gilmore et al., 2004]. In
a series of tropical deep convection simulations, McCumber et al. [1991] found a three-class microphysical
scheme (rain, snow, and ice) which parameterized the dense ice species as graupel instead of hail yielded a
more realistic surface rainfall distribution and radar bright band when compared against the radar data.
Adams-Selin et al. [2013] found a greater sensitivity in accumulated precipitation to the fall speed assump-
tion of the graupel hydrometeor class than to the number of microphysical moments alone, in agreement
with Baldauf et al. [2011].

Varying the CRM horizontal grid size has produced sensitivities to simulated MCSs that rival those of micro-
physics schemes, as resolved-scale motions ultimately couple with microphysical cloud processes. Horizon-
tal grid spacing around 4 km is required to begin resolving nonhydrostatic motions [Weisman et al., 1997],
though subkilometer horizontal grid spacing is required to explicitly resolve most convective motions
[Bryan et al., 2003; Petch, 2006]. Within this convection-permitting horizontal grid spacing range, temporally
aggregated statistics such as total domain-mean precipitation show little sensitivity to grid size [Xu and Ran-
dall, 1995; Weisman et al., 1997; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Lean et al., 2008]. When examining the
temporal evolution of organized convection, however, it is clear some of this insensitivity is related to com-
pensating effects, wherein storms on a larger grid develop more slowly than storms on a finer grid, but pre-
cipitate more intensely [Weisman et al., 1997; BM12]. However, Verrelle et al. [2015] saw striking horizontal
grid size sensitivities even in temporally aggregated bulk properties of thunderstorms (e.g., total surface
precipitation).

A complex interplay between CRM grid spacing and microphysics has been explored in a handful of studies
that vary both [Fiori et al., 2011; Morrison et al., 2015; BM12]. Fiori et al. [2011] performed simulations of a
supercell storm across CRM grid spacing settings finding better model convergence across settings
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occurred with the hail-like compared to the graupel-like parameterization. Morrison et al. [2015] also tested
sensitivities to grid spacing and microphysics, as well as environmental thermodynamic conditions, for
idealized simulations of moist deep convection. They found little sensitivity in temporally aggregated bulk
statistics (e.g., temporally averaged precipitation rate) to CRM grid spacing alone, but much larger sensitiv-
ities to changes in the environmental thermodynamic profile. It is therefore difficult to interpret CRM grid
spacing sensitivities and determine the robustness of conclusions drawn from an idealized single-storm
CRM simulation framework without understanding and sampling over the environmental conditions in
which they occur.

The SP-CAM global framework with freely evolving environmental conditions provides an opportunity to
sample over many large-scale conditions as they both drive and interact with convective systems. In K13,
composite storm signals from internally varying ensembles of spontaneous MCS-like events over 4 month
periods were intercompared. These simulations included unconstrained large-scale (up to planetary-scale)
natural variability permitted by a global modeling framework. This differs significantly from the above
limited-domain CRM studies, in which a single idealized MCS was simulated with various microphysical
parameters or model configurations with the same initial and boundary (lateral and land-surface) conditions
to minimize internal variability and convective initiation.

A key unresolved question is how detectable microphysical sensitivities are with respect to internal variabili-
ty in the multiscale modeling approach. Since SP-CAM is the first GCM shown to capture the physics of mid-
latitude MCSs, there are no previous modeling studies assessing the magnitude of MCS sensitivities relative
to the background of global-scale variability.

Some long time series CRM experiments evaluating sensitivities to microphysics [Wu et al., 1999; Liu and
Moncrieff, 2007; Zeng et al., 2008; Van Weverberg et al., 2013] and grid spacing [VandenBerg et al., 2014] have
shown a signal above the background internal variability. Seasonal simulations of U.S. convective systems
performed by VandenBerg et al. [2014] produced differences between test settings in phase speed and
storm rotation of MCSs relative to the environment. When representing ice species as ice pellets or frozen
droplets in a tropical cloud ensemble, Wu et al. [1999] and Van Weverberg et al. [2013] both observed
improvements in ensemble simulations relative to observations with changes in rimed ice species parame-
ters. Other studies suggest internal variability may dominate these sensitivities even in dynamically con-
strained simulations. In a 28 day evolution of central U.S. cloud ensembles, Khairoutdinov and Randall [2003,
hereinafter KR03] found microphysical and horizontal grid spacing sensitivities of precipitation rates were
within the spread of a control ensemble. While short-term CRM studies minimize the role of this internal
variability by virtue of their experiment design, such sensitivities can be difficult to detect in long-term
ensemble simulations, in which measuring the signal relative to background noise is a critical next step in
evaluating sensitivities.

It seems reasonable to expect that model internal variability might hinder the detectability of any CRM
microphysical or horizontal grid size sensitivities in seasonal ensembles of the emergent SP MCS-like signal.
The null hypothesis (H1) is that CRM microphysical and horizontal grid size sensitivities in SP MCSs will not
be detectable against such noise, contrary to single-storm CRM tests with controlled convective initializa-
tion. However, it is also possible that global-scale interactions and nonlocal feedbacks will amplify micro-
physical sensitivities, which may otherwise be constrained by initial and boundary conditions in locally
confined CRM simulations, as suggested by KR03. Therefore, an alternate hypothesis (H2) is that CRM
parameterization sensitivities might be greater for SP MCSs than for limited-domain CRM MCSs. If H2 is true,
then we know that microphysical or grid spacing sensitivities are robust in SP-CAM.

A practical motivation of this study is to lay the groundwork for future SP GCM evaluation and tuning
experiments by highlighting critical aspects of the experiment design needed for effective model develop-
ment. If H2 is true, it would be most effective for modelers to leverage single-season field campaign data
(which typically have the advantage of high temporal sampling from several instruments, allowing for the
examination of important cloud processes in greater detail) for evaluating and tuning uncertain microphysi-
cal parameters. But if H1 is true, those advantages would be outweighed by high interannual variability,
making it difficult to compare unconstrained SP GCM MCS simulations to a single season of observational
data. This would argue for (1) tuning SP experiment designs against long-term observational data sets like
those available through the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) site,
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and (2) focusing on multidecadal hindcasts rather than single season sensitivity studies, at the cost of added
computational expense for a hindcast tuning experiment design involving a wider ensemble.

The remainder of the paper is organized into sections: section 2—describing the models, experiment
design, and analysis methodology; section 3—summarizing and examining the major findings; and section
4—discussing the broader implications of this work.

2. Methods

2.1. Superparameterized Community Atmosphere Model
This experiment was performed with the SP version of CAM5 (SP-CAM5). CAM5 is the atmospheric compo-
nent of the Community Earth System Model (CESM), which when run stand-alone (i.e., without fully coupled
interactive ocean and sea-ice) is forced by prescribed monthly sea surface temperatures and sea ice bound-
ary conditions. CAM5 parameterizes deep convection based on the Zhang and McFarlane [1995] dilute
plume model and treats shallow convection with the University of Washington moist turbulence scheme
[Park and Bretherton, 2009]. Neale et al. [2010] provide more details.

In contrast, SP-CAM5 replaces these convective cloud and boundary layer parameterizations with simplified
(two-dimensional and laterally periodical) CRMs embedded within each latitude-longitude grid-column
[Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Randall et al., 2003]. That is, each independent CRM allows convection in
response to large-scale GCM dynamics from CAM and returns subgrid convective heating and moistening
tendencies [Grabowski, 2001; Benedict and Randall, 2009]. The approach is on the order of a 100 times more
computationally expensive than conventional CAM, but scales much more efficiently on current supercom-
puters, [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005] allowing throughput capable of multidecadal climate projection. For
more details about the specific version of SP-CAM used in this study, see Wang et al. [2011].

In this experiment, the CRMs were aligned in a north-south orientation with 28 vertical levels, which corre-
spond to the bottom 28 levels in CAM. The exterior scale uses a finite volume dynamical core configuration
at a 1.98 (latitude) by 2.58 (longitude) horizontal grid size with 30 vertical levels. The embedded CRMs have
4, 2, or 1 km horizontal grid spacing and a default column count of 32 (with the exception of one run with a
64-column grid; see section 2.3 for experiment descriptions). The time step for the embedded CRMs is 20 s
while the time step for the outer-scale GCM and radiative transfer scheme is 15 min. SP-CAM5 employs a
two-moment, five-class hydrometeor scheme (cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel) [Morrison
et al., 2009].

2.2. MCS Identification Algorithm
The K13 MCS Index used here is based on a leading pair of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) principal
component time series that identify the amplitude and phase of eastward propagating organized convec-
tive envelopes, here called ‘‘MCS-like’’ events. It is similar to the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) Index
developed by Wheeler and Hendon [2004], but focuses on a smaller region of zonally propagating convec-
tive activity in the central U.S. The K13 MCS Index is conditioned primarily on longwave cloud forcing
(LWCF), and for this experiment was computed with an analysis region from 2558E to 2758E longitude and
368N to 458N latitude. As shown in K13, this approach efficiently hones in on the MCS-like storm signal in
multiple years of data, providing an automated and objective method for determining MCS events in the
simulations used here.

2.3. Experiment Design
To minimize the computational expense of SP simulations, only the summer season was run starting on 1
April from initial conditions spun-up in a previous CAM5 simulation. CO2 was fixed at present-day concen-
trations, and sea surface temperature and sea ice concentration data were obtained from National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis [Kanamitsu et al., 2002] (see Neale et al. [2010] for more
information on data used). We performed a total of 15 SP-CAM5 simulations, comprising 5 single-summer
reference runs and 10 test runs (Table 1). Each run was simulated for 5 months starting from April, and the
first month (April) was excluded from analysis as the SP-CAM5 atmosphere adjusts from CAM5 initial condi-
tions. To represent interannual variability not forced by sea surface temperature in the SP-CAM5 reference
run, CAM5 was run continuously for 6 years and the 1 April conditions from the last 5 years were used to ini-
tialize SP-CAM5 for each of the reference summers.
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Analysis of the reference run includes five 4 month periods corresponding to independent realizations of
MJJA using standard microphysical settings and CRM grid spacing (two moment and 2 km, respectively).
Each of the 10 test runs were initialized with an identical set of land/atmosphere initial conditions and
applied physics perturbations described in Table 1 to produce an MJJA realization. For the following analy-
sis, it is assumed that the interannual spread from the five-member ensemble reference run can be used to
approximate the internal variability of the test simulations, notwithstanding differences in CRM configura-
tions. One caveat is that the 5 year reference run is based on a slightly different version of the SP-CAM5
source code predating that used for the test runs, which is a source of potential systematic error in this anal-
ysis. The 10 test runs mimicked a set of the most robust sensitivity experiments from limited-domain CRM
studies, which applied complementary configurations for simulations of a single storm or an ensemble of
storms (e.g., BM12).

Most of these test runs involve modifications to CRM grid spacing, CRM microphysical formulation, or both.
With 2 km, two moment as our baseline, grid size and microphysics scheme were changed in turn. Horizon-
tal grid spacing ranged from 4, to 2, to 1 km. Microphysics tests used one-moment microphysics for various
hydrometeor classes, modified the treatment of rimed ice (to represent hail instead of graupel), or modified
the droplet activation.

Table 1 provides a summary of the above information, but some runs require additional explanation.

The Rain run sets snow and graupel to one-moment microphysics following the approach in Morrison et al.
[2009], but keeps rain as two moment. This test is motivated by CRM studies that found large sensitivity to
one-moment versus two-moment treatments of the rain number mixing ratio [Morrison et al., 2009; Luo
et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2010]. The 2km1M test uses a one-moment approach for rain, snow, and graupel fol-
lowing the approach of Morrison et al. [2009] and BM12.

The Hail run sets the bulk density and fall speed-size relationship of the rimed ice class to be more hail like
than graupel like, following the tests in BM12. It was inspired by several studies which found striking sensi-
tivities to the characteristics of rimed ice in modeled deep convective experiments [McCumber et al., 1991;
Baldauf et al., 2011; Adams-Selin et al., 2013; BM12].

The Drop run applies a different parameterization for droplet activation. Subgrid processes such as lateral
entrainment and mixing are important in droplet activation [Slawinska et al., 2012]; in most runs, the droplet
activation is assumed to be dominated by these unresolved processes, and is parameterized everywhere in
the cloud using a nonequilibrium supersaturation with no initial cloud water, if the diagnosed concentration
of activated cloud condensation nuclei is larger than the existing droplet concentration. By contrast, the
roles of unresolved entrainment and mixing in droplet activation at lateral cloud edges are ignored in the

Table 1. Summary of Model Runs Performeda

Simulation
Name CRM Grid Size

Microphysical
Parameters

Dense Ice
Species

MCS-Like
Events

Ref 0-4 2 km Two moment Graupel 95
2km2Mb 2 km Two moment Graupel 22
Hail 2 km Two moment Hail 16
2km1M 2 km One moment for rain,

snow, graupel
Graupel 23

Rain 2 km One moment for snow,
graupel only

Graupel 26

Drop 2 km Two moment; changed
droplet activation

Graupel 19

Dom 2 km; 64 columns Two moment Graupel 23
1km2M 1 km Two moment Graupel 22
4km2M 4 km Two moment Graupel 24
1km1M 1 km One moment for rain,

snow, graupel
Graupel 32

4km1M 4 km One moment for rain,
snow, graupel

Graupel 7

aSee section 2.3 for details.
b2km2M is also the same configuration of SP-CAM5 used in K13, for reference, such that results can be directly compared to that

study.
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Drop simulation. Further, cloud drops
in this run activate at the cloud base or
in regions with little cloud water under
nonequilibrium supersaturation condi-
tions, and in the cloud interior using
equilibrium supersaturation. Changing
the droplet activation parameterization
in turn affects droplet concentration,
which has yielded interesting sensi-
tivities. For instance, Morrison and
Grabowski [2008] in a 2-D simulation of
a rising moist thermal found a signifi-
cant impact on cloud microphysical
and optical properties with different
assumptions of mixing and activation
processes.

The Dom run tests the effects of CRM
domain size independently of CRM
horizontal grid spacing. Since the
number of CRM columns and not the
spatial extent of each CRM is con-
trolled in most experiments, it is diffi-
cult to tease apart which sensitivities
come as a result of varying grid or
domain size. All other runs in this
analysis have 32 CRM columns, while
the Dom run has 64. In other words,
the CRMs in the Dom run have a hori-
zontal grid spacing of 2 km, but the
same spatial extent of those in the
4 km runs. This simulation helps to
discriminate horizontal grid size sensi-

tivities from domain size sensitivities. Sensitivities to CRM domain size alone, through changes to the num-
ber of cloud resolving grid columns in SP-CAM, have been documented previously [Pritchard et al., 2014],
and highlight the importance of isolating this change independently from grid spacing.

It should be noted that prior to this analysis our computing system experienced technical issues resulting in
corrupt output files, which introduced a very limited number of time gaps of 30 h increments in most of the
test runs. These time gaps were filled with linear interpolation and are not expected to impact any of the
major findings in this analysis.

2.4. Test Variables
To analyze summertime nocturnal MCS-like convective intensity in SP-CAM, we focus on LWCF and precipi-
tation rate statistics. LWCF is the primary variable used in the K13 MCS Index to identify MCS propagation
phase in composite anomalies. Precipitation rate is a complementary measure since it is directly related to
cloud column energetics and is the primary variable analyzed in many of the limited-domain CRM micro-
physical and horizontal grid size sensitivity studies. Assessing it here thus allows for direct comparison to
previous CRM-based findings on the response of precipitation to CRM horizontal grid size and microphysical
scheme. It is worth noting though that our analysis focuses on GCM-scale sensitivities, not CRM level output,
and is most directly comparable to CRM domain-mean results rather than intra-CRM-scale MCS structure.
Comparing the precipitation rate response against LWCF allows us to further investigate the divergent rela-
tionship noted between them by K13, in which SP-CAM5 reduced LWCF and increased precipitation relative
to SP-CAM3.5.

Figure 1. Nocturnal MCS-like composite anomalies (95% confidence hatched) for
(top) LWCF and (bottom) precipitation rate averaged over the five-summer
reference run. The inner box (i.e., analysis subregion) extends from 378N to 488N
and 257.58E to 2758E. Note this region is changed from the subregion on which
the K13 Index was run; this particular subset of the indexed region was found to
have the most consistent composite MCS-like signal, and so is used for analysis
hereon. See section 2.5 for further details on map generation.
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2.5. MCS Signature Verification
We ran the K13 MCS Index algorithm to objectively identify MCS-like events within the 5 year reference run.
To verify a seasonal storm signal, we composited the Index-identified LWCF MCS anomalies associated with
positive MCS activity during hours 6–15 UTC (local nighttime; 0–9 CST) as that diurnal phase provided a
regionally consistent signal for successive years in the control run. The anomalies were computed relative
to a background sample defined as summertime LWCF values in the period covering 1 week before and
after each storm, during hours 6–15 UTC. That is, the control and test (MCS) samples used to define the
MCS composite anomalies are seasonally and diurnally unbiased with respect to each other (i.e., controlling
for the tendency of some simulations to produce storms at the beginning versus end of the summer season
or at varying times of day). Since MCSs often occur sequentially, the background signal defined in this way
may contain some of the MCS signal of interest, potentially reducing the magnitude of composite MCS
anomalies. However, our offline analysis determined this to be the most effective approach for removing
the background seasonal cycle from a single summer of data, and each simulation was processed using the
same method.

All MCS composite anomalies were computed using three-hourly model output following the K13 method-
ology. For the purpose of defining the calibrated anomaly subregion, an unequal variances t test was

Figure 2. Nocturnal MCS-like event LWCF (W m22) composite anomalies (95% confidence hatched) for each reference summer (Ref0-4).
The inner box is same as in Figure 1.
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performed at each grid point within 228N–608N, 2358E–2958E between the test and background samples
(n 5 813 and 1917, respectively). Ninety-five percent confidence anomalies were used to verify identified
storm activity.

Figure 1 shows the derived five-summer composite anomaly for MCS-like LWCF and precipitation from the
reference run, with the analysis subregion boundaries superimposed. Figures 2 and 3 show single-summer
LWCF composite anomalies for each year of the reference simulation and each of the test simulations,
respectively, calculated in the same way. This confirms MCS-like events occurred in the test simulations as
well as the reference simulation, as measured by LWCF and other convective intensity variables (total pre-
cipitation, ice and liquid water paths; not shown here).

2.6. Interannual and Geographic Variability
A key goal of this paper is to assess the detectability of a MCS-like event sensitivity signal in the test simula-
tions relative to the background noise of estimated model internal interannual variability in a global climate
model. Figure 2 shows the seasonal composite MCS-like event LWCF anomaly in each of the five independ-
ent years from the reference run. Clearly, there is significant interannual variability in the MCS-like event sig-
nal intensity, with reference year 0 (Ref0) having approximately half the intensity of the following year
(Ref1; see Figure 2). Qualitatively, the amount of internal variability appears to rival the test run sensitivities
with varied microphysics setup and CRM horizontal grid spacing in Figure 3.

2.7. Dynamic Sampling of Individual Storms
The boxed subregion shown in Figures 1–3 encompasses a larger spatial extent than any individual storm.
It was decided from here that a seasonal composite analysis may obscure the full magnitude of any MCS-
like event LWCF or precipitation rate signals by convolving them with non-MCS signals in the boxed subre-
gion. While using a large spatial extent relative to individual storm size might allow us to harmonize the
area of interest across runs which display considerable geographic variation of storms from one another
(Figure 2), it might also introduce the potential for additional geographic noise.

To offset this, we manually calibrated the distinct action centers of individual MCSs as initially identified by
the K13 MCS identification algorithm. Both a central horizontal location and time were recorded for the
maximum of each nocturnal storm. To minimize geographic noise, each storm sample was defined first as a
mean intensity accumulated from plus or minus one latitude grid point (61.98N) and four longitude grid
points (6108E) from the manually identified central horizontal location, and plus or minus eight three-
hourly time samples (624 h) from the identified storm temporal maximum.

Figure 4 shows Hovmoller diagrams of MCS events from one summer of the reference simulation (Ref4,
which had the highest number of events in the five-summer reference run), and confirms that most events
had a spatiotemporal evolution matching the expected eastward propagation.

An intensity signal for each storm was achieved via an objective line-fitting algorithm, which tracked only
the strongest positive propagating LWCF signal associated with each storm. To form an anomaly signal, a
background sample was subtracted from this test sample. The background sample for each storm was

Figure 3. Nocturnal MCS-like event LWCF (W m22) composite anomalies (95% confidence hatched) for each test summer. The inner box is same as in Figure 1.
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defined with the same spatial extent as the test sample (61.98 and 6108E from the recorded storm maxi-
mum), but temporally as including all times from 1 week before to 1 week after the recorded storm center.
In other words, the analysis was performed on a storm-by-storm basis where the test and control samples
were geographically and seasonally unbiased with respect to one another for each individual storm event.
This technique allows a more surgical approach in which regions of MCS activity were pinpointed for each
storm, and thus minimally influenced by simultaneous, unrelated background signals.

To create a compact aggregate intensity statistic, each storm sample had its corresponding background
sample subtracted from it; all these storm-scale anomalies were then horizontally averaged over the season
(Figure 5; circles). The standard error (error bars on Figure 5; see equation (1)) was then calculated across
the anomalies within each season; the error bars therefore represent the intraseasonal (storm-to-storm) vari-
ability within each run. A standard error was also calculated across all five reference years to represent the
interannual variability (shading on Figure 5) and provide a baseline against which to evaluate potential sen-
sitivities between our single-summer test runs.

Note that the same spatiotemporal envelope developed for LWCF streaks in Figure 4 (envelope edges out-
lined in white) was used on precipitation rate to maintain sample size consistency between variables
despite some differences in the spatial extent of the region with nonzero precipitation rate, which tended
to have a more geographically confined signal than LWCF.

Figure 4. Ref4 individual MCS-like storm event LWCF across longitude and time. All values were averaged first over three latitude grid points (61.98N from recorded storm maximum
latitude). The zeroth hour differs for each event and was defined manually as the storm maximum time, i.e., storms are not temporally harmonized with respect to one another, in
contrast with the analyses shown in Figures 2 and 3. The black dotted line is the best fit line and the white solid lines are the boundaries used for sampling (such that any values outside
of the white lines were not included in the test samples) as determined by the line-fitting algorithm.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microphysical Sensitivities
Our main finding is that MCS-like sensitivities are mostly indistinguishable from large interannual and intrasea-
sonal variability (Figure 5). This adds a new dimension to what is found in complementary experiments in a
limited-domain CRM test-harness when convective initiation is constrained by the initialization procedure
(e.g., BM12) and suggests that internal variability is larger in SP-CAM, making sensitivities harder to detect.

3.2. Implications for Signal Detectability
Our results suggest that enhanced sampling is likely needed to detect MCS microphysical sensitivities in
seasonal SP-CAM simulations. It is natural to wonder how much added sampling would be needed based
on the level of internal variability in SP-CAM’s MCS-like signal that we have found. That is, assuming the
intraseasonal variability over our 5 year reference run is a reliable estimate of SP-CAM MCS-like storm inter-
nal variability, we can calculate how many individual SP-CAM MCS-like storms would need to be sampled in
order to detect a robust sensitivity, which may help inform future hindcast experiment design.

As a thought experiment, we will examine this question under the assumption that the true amplitude of
microphysical sensitivities is known from CRM studies with initialized convection—a reasonable first estimate,
albeit excluding nonlocal feedback. At the CRM-domain mean scale of O(150 km 3 400 km 3 3 h), a character-
istic amplitude is �5 mm/d, the response to varying order of microphysics for a midlatitude squall line found
by BM12. To sample SP-CAM’s MCS-like signal at a similar spatiotemporal scale, we redefine an intensity signal
for each storm as the maximum precipitation rate value per storm such that the sampling for each storm
occurs at a scale of one 3 h averaging interval, and a single horizontal grid point (1.98 latitude by 2.58 longi-
tude). This brings us close to the spatial and temporal scales of the BM12 CRM model setup, allowing a fair
comparison between CRM microphysical sensitivity amplitude and SP-CAM internal MCS-like storm variability.

To estimate the number of samples that would be needed to detect sensitivities of SP-CAM’s MCS-like
organized storm events at 95% confidence for a sensitivity of this magnitude, we consider the requirement
that the signal’s sensitivity magnitude Y exceed twice its standard error SE,

2 SE � 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N21
p < Y; (1)

where r is the standard deviation of the MCS signal and N is the number of MCS events sampled. We solve
equation (1) for N, assuming a precipitation signal magnitude of Y � 5 mm/d from BM12, and calculating

Figure 5. Horizontal means (circles) and horizontal standard errors (bars) and 5 year reference interannual spread (shading; added onto
bars to better show interannual variability) of the MCS-like storm-level composite anomalies. Error bars represent the standard error (see
equation (1)) over all the storm anomalies (individual storm minus its corresponding background sample) in the summer. Shading is the
standard error across all storm anomalies in the 5 year reference run.
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the standard deviation r from our 5 year
reference run, which encompasses the
variability in storm precipitation anoma-
lies across 95 total events over five sea-
sons (we find r 5 29.5 mm/d).

This yields an estimate of the storm sam-
ple sizes that would be needed to detect
microphysical sensitivities at 95% signifi-
cance. The results are summarized in
Table 2, which illustrates that ensembles

of at least 100 storms (i.e., at least five seasons) are likely required to detect microphysical sensitivities, given
the high internal variability in SP-CAM’s MCS-like storm signal.

3.3. Experiment Design Disparities
We have found that microphysical sensitivities are not large enough in SP-CAM MCS-like event simulations
to be robustly detectable amidst high internal variability in single-season simulations. In some ways, this
could be viewed as hard to reconcile with CRM studies that have shown striking microphysical MCS sensitiv-
ities under more controlled conditions. In other ways, it is perhaps unsurprising, given that convective trig-
gering and initiation is highly internally variable in SP-CAM simulations (Table 1), and the interactive global
framework introduces many more degrees of freedom. Having quantified this internal variability, it is clear
that greater storm sampling (>100 member ensemble) may be required to analyze the microphysical sensi-
tivities of SP-CAM’s MCS-like event signal, and that previous findings about the current fidelity of this signal
contain sampling uncertainty.

Several other important differences between this SP-CAM study and previous CRM work are worth acknowl-
edging. First, it is not clear how vertical resolution differences between limited-domain CRM studies and
our study may have impacted the results, which makes direct comparison difficult. A typical shortcoming of
SP-GCMs is a coarse vertical resolution that is inherited from the host GCM and which makes the simula-
tions computationally viable. Since sensitivities have been found in convection to the vertical resolution of
the model used [Khairoutdinov et al., 2009], it must be acknowledged that the coarse vertical CRM grid may
have impacted the results in a way that obscures direct comparison with much of the CRM sensitivity litera-
ture. It is possible higher vertical resolution may make SP-GCMs more sensitive to microphysical and hori-
zontal grid size changes, but that remains to be seen.

It is natural to wonder if the limited dimensionality of the CRMs in SP-CAM could likewise affect the out-
come of sensitivity tests. Dimensionality sensitivity tests have been performed on simulations of organized
convection [Grabowski et al., 1998; Tompkins, 2000; Xu et al., 2002; Petch, 2006; Zeng et al., 2008], which sug-
gest bulk statistics from two-dimensional simulations are in some cases comparable to three-dimensional
simulations. Zeng et al. [2008] observed a complex interplay between CRM dimensionality and microphy-
sics sensitivities, in which ensembles with higher ice nuclei concentrations exhibited a greater sensitivity
to dimensionality in terms of time-varying precipitation rates and cloud hydrometeor profiles; however,
time-mean precipitation rates were largely insensitive to dimensionality. That said, not all results agree
with this conclusion. For instance, Phillips and Donner [2006] found significant differences even in bulk sta-
tistics (e.g., vertical mass fluxes) between two-dimensional and three-dimensional domains, and in turn
found an influence between dimensionality and microphysics. Additionally, Weisman et al. [1997] found
key differences in the horizontal grid size sensitivities of a simulated squall line between two-dimensional
and three-dimensional domains. Thus, it is unclear whether the limited dimensionality of SP-CAM’s CRMs
influenced the sensitivities seen here. However, as stressed earlier, the two-dimensional physics of the
inner CRMs in SP-CAM do not operate independently of the three-dimensional dynamics on the GCM scale,
and diagnosing the influence of CRM dimensionality is not as straightforward as it is in a conventional
CRM framework.

When comparing CRM MCSs to SP-CAM MCS features, it is necessary to acknowledge spatiotemporal-
scale differences between the two frameworks. That is to say, while SP-CAM has embedded CRMs, all
data analyzed here were averaged over the GCM grid in which the CRM column resided—potentially
masking differences that may emerge as finer CRM-scale sensitivities. Without independently assessing

Table 2. Estimated Number of Samples Needed to Detect Robust MCS
Sensitivities Comparable to BM12

Test
Y (From

BM12; mm/d) N >

Approximate #
Summers

2M–1M microphysics
(1 km grid)

25.7870 105 5 6 2

2M–1M microphysics
(4 km grid)

0.9645 3750 179 6 40

4 km–1 km grid (1M) 28.6806 47 3 6 2
4 km–1 km grid (2M) 21.9290 938 45 6 10
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CRM-level output within each model run, it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of sensitivities on this
inner scale.

Finally, another potential issue inherent to our methodology is the exclusive use of the K13 MCS Index algo-
rithm to identify MCS events. While K13 did show a promising storm signal as identified by the Index, and
storms within this analysis were manually verified to be consistent with expectations, there still exists the
possibility for bias. For example, the nature of the K13 Index may have favored only certain types of convec-
tion (e.g., large, eastward propagating storms), thereby limiting our sample size. It is a challenge to reliably
identify mesoscale storms in SP GCMs, and it is possible that a different, more inclusive MCS identification
algorithm could have yielded different results.

3.4. Precipitation Unconditioned on the U.S. MCS Index
To address the last concern, we separately analyze overall (seasonal-domain mean) rainfall statistics inde-
pendently from the K13 MCS Index. Figure 6 shows MJJA (left) rainfall frequency and (right) amount dis-
tributions for the reference and test runs within the boxed subregion (from Figures 1–3) extended
slightly more to the west (2508E) to illustrate the seasonal variability in precipitation intensity. Figure 6
demonstrates that, independent of the K13 MCS Index, there is a large amount of interannual variability
in the reference simulation, especially in terms of total seasonal precipitation amount (integral of the
amount distribution in Figure 6). Though the total amount of rainfall varies somewhat across test simula-
tions, the general shape (intensity) of the amount distribution in Figure 6 is fairly insensitive and within
the range of variability from the reference simulation. The most compelling potential sensitivity appears
to be a bifurcation in the frequency of lower rain rates in Figure 6, but this contributes little to the accu-
mulated rainfall amount and is not likely to be associated with high-intensity MCS events. Though this is
only one measure of bulk precipitation sensitivity, it supports the earlier result that internal variability is
larger than the microphysical sensitivities regardless of whether the analysis is conditioned on an MCS
Index.

Figure 6. (left) Frequency and (right) amount distributions (normalized by logarithmically spaced precipitation bins) for seasonal rainfall from 378N to 488N and 2508E to 2758E. Note the
slightly larger domain compared to the MCS analysis; it was extended further westward to include the stable rainfall region east of the Rockies. The dashed lines represent the
interannual spread from the five-summer reference run, while the solid black line is the mean for all five summers.
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4. Conclusions

Superparameterized GCMs, characterized by O(1–4 km) CRMs embedded in each grid column of a host
GCM, offer opportunities for studying sensitivities of mesoscale convection without sacrificing global feed-
backs and realistic large-scale variability. However, SP-GCMs are in their infancy and the MCS-like signal
they simulate is a fledgling one. Since inconsistencies in the realism of composite MCS storm signals have
been documented between recent SP-CAM model versions (K13), it is clear that a greater understanding of
CRM grid spacing and microphysics formulation sensitivities is necessary.

The advantage of MCS sensitivity studies using SP-GCMs including complex weather-climate interactions
comes at the cost of introducing model internal variability that is avoided by preventing feedbacks between
the large and convective scales in the classic, limited-domain CRM-based studies. While this can limit the
detectability of MCS sensitivities in SP-GCMs, it also could be viewed as a useful bridge for assessing
whether those sensitivities seen under controlled conditions manifest comparably at larger scales, or are
potentially even amplified or damped through nonlocal feedbacks. That is, multimonth simulations with SP-
GCMs provide an interesting complementary framework for studying MCSs: without periodic lateral boun-
daries or memory of harmonized initial conditions, SP-CAM MCS-like storm events form spontaneously.

This study aimed to do the following: (1) characterize MCS-like interannual variability in SP-CAM to provide
a sufficient background spread against which any sensitivities could be verified, (2) test whether microphys-
ical assumptions and CRM horizontal grid size produce detectable effects on MCS-like activity at the sea-
sonal scale beyond this variability, and (3) use these results to better inform the future experiment design
and use of observational data in tuning unconstrained microphysical parameters to optimize the fledgling
MCS-like event signal in SP-GCMs. We began with a five-summer reference simulation run under a particular
set of fixed conditions (2 km horizontal grid spacing, two-moment microphysics) to generally estimate
MCS-like event internal variability in SP-CAM5. We followed this with 10 single-summer SP-CAM5 runs, vary-
ing microphysics and CRM grid spacing setups as inspired by literature on CRM-based MCS sensitivities (see
Table 1 for details). A MCS identification algorithm developed by K13 conditioned on LWCF and characteris-
tic MCS eastward propagation was applied over the central U.S. to identify individual storms. We focused
on two measures of convective intensity: LWCF and precipitation rate. Amidst high geographic noise, we
performed a surgical analysis in which individual storms were singled out by excluding nonstorm activity as
determined by a LWCF threshold value (Figure 4).

The main finding is that the sensitivities of SPCAM’s MCS-like storms in LWCF and precipitation rate were
not statistically detectable from large internal variability (Figure 5). This indicates that there exists greater
dispersion from interannual and inter-storm variability than from CRM microphysics parameterizations and
horizontal grid spacing, at least in the context of single-summer ensembles of SP MCS-like events. In hind-
sight, these results imply that it is unknowable whether CRM microphysics parameterization updates from
SP-CAM3/3.5 to 5 actually resulted in the more realistic MCS-like LWCF and precipitation rate signals as
hypothesized in K13; thus, H1, the null hypothesis that these changes occurred entirely due to chance, can-
not be ruled out.

Our results argue against the use of single-summer SP-CAM runs to attempt to document SP MCS-like storm
sensitivities, since interannual variability of the signal is so high; instead, multiseason, potentially multideca-
dal, test runs may be necessary to tease apart sensitivities from the background internal spread. Accord-
ingly, it is unknown whether the use of two-moment microphysics or CRM horizontal grid spacing finer
than 4 km have produced performance increases for the MCS signal in single-summer SP-CAM5 runs rela-
tive to earlier versions, or whether the performance increases themselves were robustly detected. Future
work will explore whether sensitivities are detectable in targeted, longer multiseason runs. Based on the
internal variability quantified in our analysis, we have identified that an ensemble size of at least a hundred
independent storms—5 times more than were sampled in this study—will be needed to detect MCS
sensitivities.

The finding of insensitivity relative to internal variability may argue against an idea set forth in KR03, where
it was speculated that the inclusion of nonlocal feedbacks to intra-CRM microphysical sensitivities could
serve to amplify them amidst noise that otherwise overwhelm them over long time scales, large spatial
domains, and multiple interacting cloud systems. Instead, it appears the global feedbacks facilitated by SP
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have led to internal variability of MCS intensity that is much stronger than its sensitivity to microphysical
and grid configuration variations, at least at the 4 month time scale.

Finally, our results have some practical implications for designing future experiments to tune the micro-
physical properties of MCS-like signals in SP GCMs, assuming they are indeed tunable despite intrinsic
approximations at the CRM scale. Based on the sampling requirements, SP GCM storm tuning may espe-
cially benefit from the inclusion of multidecadal cloud statistics such as those available through the ARM
SGP site in addition to the higher-resolution and more frequently sampled data available through season-
ally limited field campaigns (e.g., ARM’s Midlatitude Continental Convective Cloud Experiment) [Williams,
2012; Tridon et al., 2013]. Hindcast tuning testbeds that seek to optimize SP-CAM’s MCS signal will likely
need to sample more than five seasons or over 100 storms of observed activity to constrain and improve its
realism. Successful tuning is in turn a necessary task for future climate sensitivity applications of superpara-
meterized climate simulation technology focusing on the central U.S. MCS—a global climate change nexus,
where it currently has unique potential.
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